Seasonal variation of upper Blue Nile basin moisture budget and the global moisture dynamics in the role of spatiotemporal precipitation variability
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Abstract: Upper Blue Nile basin (UBNB) is the water tower of Ethiopia and downstream countries. It contributes significant moistures to the surrounding atmosphere. However, the contribution of the moisture from the basin to the precipitation in the study area is not well documented. Therefore, this paper is aimed to estimate the role of UBNB moisture budget and recycling ratio for the temporal and spatial precipitation distributions. To this end, we used European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) data from 1979-2017. The ECMWF precipitation products are correlated with in-situ observations (correlation coefficient of 0.72). We observed during summer season most of the UBNB moisture is converted to precipitation around the central parts of the study area, while in spring it contributes to the southern parts of the study area. Whereas northwest part of the study area is affected by basin moisture during autumn season. The calculated recycling ratios for four seasons (summer, autumn, spring and winter) are 9.70\%, 16.33\%, 19.01\%, and 35.30\% respectively with annual average value of 20.11\%. It is evident that the maximum amount of precipitation is extracted from the local moistures during winter season. Hence, we concluded that UBNB moisture budget had lesser contribution of precipitation over the study area. It rather contributed a significant precipitation to the neighboring countries such as Egypt and Sudan. Further studies on moisture budget are required to explain this phenomenon in the context of Ethiopia.
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1. Introduction

Understanding of freshwater availability has an immense importance in assessing socio-economic and environmental impacts of climate and demographic change [1] and ensuring energy and food security for climate adaptation [1, 2]. There is a scarcity of fresh water around the countries within Abay basin. For instance Egypt and Sudan received insufficient fresh water [3]. Upper Blue Nile basin (UBNB) is located in Ethiopian highlands, which receives up to 2000 mm per year [4]. It is extremely vulnerable part of the country due to the available of sufficient precipitation, surface water and underground water [4]. Hence, precipitation is a critical factor for geomorphological, hydrological, and ecological processes [5]. Conversely at the present time, however, the scarcity of precipitation and floods with irregular frequency is occurred due to different mechanisms [6, 7].

Since, UBNB basin in Ethiopia is one of the areas that consist of variable topographic features. It is impossible to identify the source of moistures that contributed spatial and temporal precipitation distribution over the study domain because of the interaction between the moisture with their variable geographical features [6-9]. The source of atmospheric moisture that contributed precipitation over the study area is highly depend on Lake Tana, Nile river basins, and large scale moisture dynamics. The evaporation rate over UBNB is high because of the availability of soil moistures and water bodies [6]. The contribution of the water bodies and the soil moisture content on spatiotemporal distribution of precipitation is not well documented owing to climate change in tropics due to rising of greenhouse gases concentration over variable geographical features [8-11]. Therefore, moisture budget analysis is the only solution to evaluate the spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation. It is an attractive approach for studying precipitation generation and variability [10, 11]. Further moisture budget is useful to predict the future climate conditions [12]. Hence, for the linkages between atmospheric dynamics, water vapor conditions and precipitation are constrained by the moisture budget equation [13, 14].

Apart from forest and the soil, UBNB, Ethiopia, receive moistures from different air masses such as Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, red see, Arebian see, Congo basin [15, 16], and the local water bodies (e.g. Lake Tana and Abay basin). UBNB in Ethiopia is a part of east African country its rainfall variability is affected by inter tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) [17]. In the winter, when
the earth’s southern hemisphere tilts towards the sun, the southern hemisphere received maximum amount of radiation [18]. Hence, gradually an ITCZ migrated from northern to southern hemisphere. As UBNB, is located in the northern hemisphere; it couldn’t get sufficient rainfall during winter season. However, less amount rainfall is happened from the local moistures. The strength of wind is less than the precipitation rate and the flux becomes divergence which indicates that the source of rainfall in the study area is from the local atmospheric moistures. This can be strongly evident from outgoing long wave radiation (OLR), when the local moisture traps more OLR, its intensity decreases [19]. During summer season, the moisture dynamics is seems to be reverse of winter season. The wind blows from southwest to northeast and carry moistures from Atlantic Ocean during this season [20, 21]. Most of this moisture is captured by the Ethiopian highlands (study area) when compared to the other countries owing to its mountainous features.

During recent decades, numerous studies have been published on moisture budget field by different authors in different countries. For e.g. at China by SunLi et al. [22] and Zengxin et al. [14], over Mediterranean by Fengjun et al. [10], Jin and Zangvil [23], over Amazon Basin by Drumond et al. [24] and in Africa by Catherine et al. [25]. In Ethiopia large scale moisture dynamics is studied by number of authors [15, 16, 26], but they did not to estimate the contribution of the study area moistures for the precipitation system. In the case of UBNB, climate and hydrology relations are addressed by Conway [27]; the spatial and temporal rainfall variability is studied by Charles and Patrick [5]; estimation of evaporation variability is studied by Mariam et al. [28] and water balance modeling is studied by Abera et al. [7].

According to previous literature survey, none is reported the contribution of UBNB moisture budget to the precipitation over the research domain. Therefore, for the first time, we estimated the role of UBNB moisture budget and recycling ratio in spatiotemporal precipitation distribution by investigating long-term data set from 1979-2017 (38 years). It also examines the variations of atmospheric moisture fields and moisture transport mechanisms over the region.

Reanalysis moisture field data from European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) have been widely used in this paper for moisture budget studies to sublimit irregular and spars distribution in situ measurements over the study area. Since, the UBNB is one of the areas lack of hydro-meteorological stations [6, 7].
2. Study area description, data and methodology

2.1. Study area description

The study is conducted in the domain of the upper Blue Nile basin of Ethiopia. It is located between 7°40’ to 12°5’ N and from 34°25’ to 39°49’ E with a drainage area of 176,000 km² (Figure 1). Lake Tana and Abby River basin are the main water bodies in the study area. These two water bodies have a significant contribution of atmospheric moistures over study area. The basin's climate varies from humid to semiarid. The annual precipitation increases from northeast to southwest [28]. Specifically, its hydrological behavior is characterized by high spatiotemporal variability [28]. Since UBNB has the share of the total Nile flow, it is the economic mainstay of downstream countries (i.e. Sudan and Egypt) [7]. The topography of UBN is very complex, with elevation ranging from 500 m in the lowlands at the Sudan border to 4160 m in the upper parts of the basin [27]. Due to the topographic variations, the climate of the basin varies from cold to hot, with large variations in a limited elevation range [27]. The mean annual precipitation and evaporation over UBNB are estimated to be in the ranges of 1200 to1600 mm [27] and 200 to 300 mm, respectively. The main rain producing systems for the seasons are the global rain mechanisms, basically an ITCZ. Indian and Atlantic Oceans are the major moisture sources of African countries and that contributed precipitation during the rainy period. The period from June to September represents the major rainy season of the UBNB in Ethiopia [29].

Figure 1. Location map of upper Blue Nile basin, Ethiopia [7].
2.2. Data sources

Precipitation observation data is obtained from a network of 20 National Meteorological Agency (NMA) stations within the UBNB at daily time scale from 2000-2014. The 20 station is selected from different locations over the study domain by considering the weather and climate conditions such as temperature zone, rainfall, altitude and forest cover. Estimating rainfall data is obtained from the weather radar reflectivity-rain rate (Z-R) relation empirical model from 22, June, 2016-14, July, 2016. Since, it operated on 22, June, 2016 and due to power fluctuation we are considering a short period of data. The second monthly precipitation data is obtained from satellite observation (CRU gridded datasets). The spatial horizontal scale is 0.5 × 0.5 degree (referred to as CRU TS3.10), for the period 1901-2016. The third daily precipitation, evaporation, zonal u wind and meridional v wind data at 10 m altitude and specific humidity data is obtained from ECMWF reanalysis dataset (ERA-Interim) [30-32] from 1979 - 2017. The current updating grid horizontal resolution is 0.125 × 0.125 degree and daily time scale. ERA-Interim is based on an atmospheric model and reanalysis system with 60 pressure levels in the vertical with a top level at 0.1mb [31]. The fourth type of precipitation data is obtained from CMAP, the horizontal resolutions is 2.5 x 2.5 degree and temporal time scale is monthly. Another data is outgoing long wave radiation scattering and emission of microwave radiation (OLR) data is obtained from www.olr.mon.meanNOMA.nc. The spatial horizontal scale is 1x1 degree and temporal scale is monthly from 1974-2016. The data is analyzed using MATLAB and IRIS software.

2.3. Methodology

2.3.1. Statistical Error Analysis. The numerical analysis for comparison of satellite and reanalysis precipitation data against gauge observation is based on a statistical error approaches. The following error metrics is helpful to evaluate the performance of satellite-based, weather radar and reanalysis products. The error analysis utilized statistical techniques using bias ratio (bias), mean relative error (MRE), root-mean-square-error (RMSE), error deviation (direct subtraction of satellite and reanalysis data from the gauge) and Pearson correlation coefficient (R) are used to evaluate the performances.
where $G$ is gauge precipitation data; $SR$ is satellite and reanalysis precipitation data; $\overline{SR}$ and $\overline{G}$ are the mean of satellite-reanalysis and gauge precipitation data respectively. After checked the performance of reanalysis products and satellite observations with the gauge measurements the best dataset is selected to analysis moisture budgets over the study domain. We were also compared the performance of ECMWF data with Z-R relation model data from the radar.

**2.3.2. Moisture budget is calculated using the following mathematical models.** Vertical integration divergence of total energy flux (VIDTEF) [33] is estimated by

$$VIDTEF(x,y,t) = - \frac{1}{g} \int_{S}^{T} q(x,y,p,t) \mathbf{V}(x,y,p,t) dp$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $VIDTEF$ is the component of $Q_u$ the zonal (east-west) and $Q_v$ is the meridional (north-south) of moisture transport vapor flux in (kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$), $q$ is specific humidity (gm gm$^{-1}$), $\mathbf{V}$ is a component of $u$ the zonal and $v$ is the meridional wind speed at 10 m altitude (m s$^{-1}$), $p$ is pressure (Pa), and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration constant (9.81 m s$^{-2}$). $T$ is top pressure level which is 300 hPa and $S$ is surface pressure levels.

Perceptible water vapor (Pw) (atmospheric water vapor) was calculated by
\[
pw = \frac{\delta}{g} \int_{s}^{T} q dp \tag{6}
\]

Horizontal water vapor advection (HA) (instantaneous moisture flux (IMF)) is calculated by

\[
HA = \frac{1}{g} \int_{s}^{T} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{V} q dp \tag{7}
\]

Horizontal velocity divergence (HD) is known as vertical water vapor advection (VA) (vertical integration divergence of moisture flux (VIDMF)) is given by

\[
HD = \frac{1}{g} \int_{s}^{T} q \nabla \cdot \mathbf{V} dp = VA \tag{8}
\]

The total moisture budget (moisture flux divergence (MFD)) is calculated by equation 9.

\[
MFD = HA + HD = \frac{\text{OF}}{A} - \frac{\text{IF}}{A} \tag{9}
\]

where A is the bounded area, OF is water vapor mass outflow and IF is water vapor mass inflow [33].

\[
E - P = \frac{\text{OF}}{A} - \frac{\text{IF}}{A} + pw \tag{10}
\]

where Pw is storage term, its amount is negligible, therefore equation 10 written as

\[
E - P = \frac{\text{OF}}{A} - \frac{\text{IF}}{A} = HA + HD \tag{11}
\]

The left side of equation 11 which is E-P (flux) obtained from both in situ and ECMWF reanalysis data and the right side of equation 11 calculated from equation 7 and 8.

The recycling ratio (R) is calculated by

\[
R = \frac{E}{E + \frac{\text{IF}}{A}} \approx \frac{E}{P + E} \tag{12}
\]

The physical meaning of R is that, it refers to the process of evapotranspiration or evaporation (E) from a given area contributes to precipitation (P) over the same area [10].

3. Result and Discussion

Lake Tana, Nile River and other many tributary rivers over the study area can have a definite influence on the local evaporation and boundary moistures.
3.1. Comparison of reanalysis ECMWF ERA-interim and satellite based precipitation products against the gauge observation

Time series pattern of rainfall from 2000-2014 is characterized from satellite (CRU and CMAP), reanalysis model products (ECMWF) and the gauge direct measurement as shown in Figure 2. Verification and qualitative comparison of the time series pattern among the satellite and reanalysis data against the gauge is described. Since, the gauge is a reference data at a point measurement they are useful for evaluating ECMWF reanalysis and satellite observational data.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Comparisons of reanalysis products and satellite observation gridded data against the rain gauge 20 stations spatial average values.

As shown in the left panel of Figure 2 the monthly comparisons between ECMWF and satellite precipitation data against the gauge measurements whereas the right panel of Figure 2 indicates annual comparisons of reanalysis and satellite precipitation data and the gauge observation. The long term daily areal mean of precipitation from gauge, CRU, CMAP, and ECMWF are found 3.81, 3.32, 2.53 and 3.78 mm per day respectively. CRU observation rainfall data has good performance with the gauge direct observation except July and August. In July and August the gauge direct observation was 6.2 and 7 mm per day respectively. While in the CRU estimation was 11.3 and 10 mm per day respectively. In those months the deviation of CRU rainfall data from the gauge observation was 5.1 and 3.0 respectively (see the left panel of Figure 2). CRU data is sensitive during rainy season over the study area. Inter annual observation of CRU data has less numerical value with compared to the gauge observation as shown the right panel of Figure 2. In monthly observation the peak precipitation value is shifted to September in CMAP observation,
whereas in annual observation precipitation observation was less than the gauge observation. Therefore, the CMAP precipitation observation was not good representative over UBNB as we can see the left and the right panel of Figure 2. It showed that the monthly and annually means of precipitation from ECMWF is quite similar to the gauge observation. However, there is a difference in amount of the peak precipitation of gauge as compared to ECMWF. This deviation is occurred due to spars and irregular distribution of gauge stations over the study area. The mean value of the error metrics (Bias, MRS, RMSE and R) are estimated as shown in Table 1.

**Table 1**

The comparison between reanalysis and satellite data against gauge data from December to November (2000-2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gauge</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>MRE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRU</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAP</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation coefficients of precipitation (P) from the gauge and ECMWF is found 0.72, whereas with CRU was 0.51, and CMAP was 0.38. The Bias, MRE, RMSE that generated between gauge and ECMWF are found 0.98, -0.11 and 0.89 respectively. Gauge with CRU is found 1.02, 0.20 and 1.03 respectively. Similarly gauge with CMAP was 1.12, 1.20 and 1.09 respectively. The results indicated that CMAP precipitation data has poor performance as compared to the rest data sets based on the gauge observation data as shown in Table 1. The graphical representation of the error is provided in Figure 3.
Figure 3. The error deviation from the gauge direct measurements minus reanalysis and satellite precipitation observation.

The error deviation is calculated from the spatial average value of the rain gauge observation minus ECMWF reanalysis data is varied from -1.0 to 0.5 mm with an average of -0.11 mm (see Figure 3 in part a and MRE at Table 1). Whereas between the gauge and CMAP is varied from -0.5 to 1.1 mm with an average of 0.2 mm. Similarly, with CRU varied from 0.2 to 2.0 mm with an average of 1.2 mm as shown the middle and bottom panel of Figure 3 in part b and c respectively. The minimum error deviation is occurred between gauge and ECMWF reanalysis precipitation data (Figure 3 in part a). The study conducted by [6] over UBNB indicated that the error deviation between assimilation model precipitation results from TRMM and CRU against in-situ measurements were 12 percent. But, in this study the percent of relative error precipitation data between the gauge measurement and ECMWF reanalysis product was 11 percent. Therefore, we concluded that ECMWF data is well representative of in-situ observations over the study domain. Hence, in this paper we used ECMWF reanalysis gridded model data rather than satellite observation and the gauging data.

3.2. The performance of ECMWF ERA-interim precipitation data against weather radar Z-R relation model data
Figure 4. Comparisons between ECMWF and Z-R relation model precipitation data from 22, June, 2016 to 14, July, 2016.

The left top panel in Figure 4 depicts the spatial distributions of rainfall estimation from the radar Z-R relation model using IRIS software. While, in the right top panel of Figure 4 is depicts from ECMWF ERA-interim precipitation data using MATLAB software on 07, July, 2016. The radar is installed on 11.10 latitude and 37.40 longitudes. It scans precipitation in the radius of 250 km in constant altitude plane position indicator products (CAPPI) and accumulated weekly, monthly or annually (rain N) products. Therefore, it covers 8.8 N to 13.00 N and 34.4 E to 39.2 E degrees. In this domain, the maximum amount of rainfall is found in the southern and the eastern parts of the radar with an estimated value of 26 mm from Z-R relation model. Similarly, from ECMWF data the maximum amount of rainfall is found in the southern and eastern parts of UBNB within the radar domain. Estimated values of 23 mm (see the top left and right panel of Figure 4).
Furthermore, the western parts of the radar there is no rain observation because of the ground clutters the transmitted signal is reflected back to near the radar receiver before reaches the farther rainfall targets. The range of estimated rainfall from the radar Z-R relation model is varied from 2-26 mm with the spatial average value of 16.2 mm while, ECMWF ERA-interim is varied from 5-23 mm with spatial average value of 15.4 mm. The bias ratio and mean relative error between ECMWF and Z-R relation model are found 0.95 and 0.05 respectively. The spatial correlation coefficient of rainfall from the radar Z-R relation model and ECMWF was 0.76. This suggests better relationship between them.

For further investigation, a cross-comparison of rainfall from the radar Z-R relation model and ECMWF ERA-interim reanalysis data is also performed (see the bottom right and left panel of Figure 4). The 23 coincident day data from 22, June, 2016 to 14, July, 2016 is obtained from the radar and ECMWF reanalysis depend on the availability of the radar data. The bottom right and left panel of Figure 4 both are illustrated using MATLAB software. The range of rainfall from ECMWF ERA-interim is varied from 5-34 mm with spatiotemporal average value of 20.01 mm. While Z-R relation model from the radar is varied from 2.1-36.3 mm with spatiotemporal average value of 20.50 mm. The average difference between them is 0.49 mm. It has good performance as we considered a short period of data. The long year precipitation data average difference between gauge and ECMWF is 0.11(see Figure 3). Hence, gauge and ECMWF is better agreement than weather radar Z-R relation model and ECMWF. This is suggesting that, the absolute difference of precipitation from the radar Z-R relation model and ECMWF is bounded within 49%.

3.3. Seasonal variation of atmospheric moisture budgets over the research domain
Figure 5. Winter P, E, E-P and OLR distribution from 1990-2017.

The black arrowhead on the spatial distribution plots are indicated the wind vectors. This showed as the direction of the moisture transport and originated sources. The tail of the arrow indicated high pressure gradient forces whereas the arrow head indicated the low pressure gradient forces as shown in Figure 5. During the winter season, the southern part of the study area the intensity of OLR is less in amounts; because it traps by the local moistures. The divergence of the wind vectors and the intensity of precipitation larger than the strength of the wind vectors are observed in the southern parts of the study area. Those indicators were good evidence the precipitation that comes from the local (study area) moistures (Figure 5). The numerical value of recycling ratio was 35.30% during the winter season (Table 3). In this season, the range of precipitation is varied from 0.2 to 1.2 mm per day with spatial and temporal average of 0.5 mm per day, and evaporation is
varied from 0.3 to 0.5 mm per day with spatial and temporal average of 0.4 mm per day. Similarly, the flux (E-P) varied from -0.64 to 0.12 mm per day with an average of -0.08 mm per day as shown in Figure 2.

As depicted in Figure 6, the spring season (Belg), the Indian Ocean moisture budget is quite useful for UBNB climate system and hydrological cycle.

Figure 6. During spring P, E, E-P and OLR distribution from 1990-2017.

During spring, the moisture flux was mostly westward over UBNB as shown the wind patterns on the precipitation system in Figure 6, but exactly opposite with a northeastward component in the summer season refer in Figure 7. In spring and autumn the wind vectors over UBNB was strong as compared to the winter and summer season (Figures 5 and 7). During spring season, the western part of the earth tilts towards the sun. Therefore, the maximum amount of pressure gradient force
is created over the Indian Ocean [34]. So that, the winds blows from east to west. Hence, eastern part of the study area got precipitation (rainfall) from Indian Ocean but not from the local moistures. Because the wind strength and the precipitation intensity were proportional and OLR distribution was similar from east to west. We can identify easily from the precipitation and OLR distribution in Figure 6. However, the southern parts of the research domain received additional (19.01%) precipitation from the locale moistures as indicated recycling ratio in Table 3. Moreover, the western part of the study area didn’t receive sufficient rainfall. Because, central part of the study area has mountainous topography that blocks the western parts from the easterly moistures. In this season, the range of precipitation is varied from 0.5 to 1.7 mm per day with an average of 1 mm per day and evaporation is varied from 0.52 to 0.6 mm per day with an average of 0.5 mm per day. Whereas the flux, is varied from -1.09 to 0.02 mm per day with an average of 0.01 mm per day (Figure 6).

The Atlantic Ocean moisture budget is very important component for Ethiopian precipitation distribution during the summer season [15]. Similarly, this moisture budget contributed precipitation over UBNB as indicated in Figure 7. The intensity of precipitation distribution at the central part of the study area was strong as compared to the surrounding area as shown the top left panel of Figure 7.
Figure 7. Summer P, E, E-P and OLR distribution from 1990-2017.

The Lake Tana and Abay basin are a moisture divergence zone which is the contribution of net moisture from the water body to the surrounding atmospheric regions. As a result, the amount of precipitation intensity became strong at the central parts of the study area with estimated value of 8.0 mm. The wind vectors are not proportional to precipitation in the central parts of the study area and OLR becomes decrease. Which one can observe that, the study area moisture contributed 9.70% of precipitation in addition to Atlantic Ocean moistures as shown in the top left panel of precipitation and bottom right panel of OLR in Figure 7. Previous studies have indicated that Atlantic-related moistures over Ethiopian summer precipitation contribution were stronger than the Indian Ocean [15, 16]. But in contrast, the study conducted by Ellen and Asgeir [26] is stated that during the summer season, Indian Ocean moisture more contributed precipitation than Atlantic Ocean moistures over Ethiopian highlands. Our finding clearly supports the reference [15, 16]. In rainy season, the range of precipitation is varied from 2 to 8 mm per day with an average of 4.2 mm per day whereas evaporation varied from 0.4 to 0.6 mm per day with an average of 0.5 mm per day and the flux is varied from -6 to 0 mm per day with an average of -3.6 mm per day (Figure 7). During the summer season, precipitation value much larger than evaporation and the flux highly deviates to the negative value.
During autumn, the range of precipitation is varied from 0.5 to 7 mm per day with an average of 2.2 mm per day while evaporation is varied from 0.5 to 0.8 mm per day with an average of 0.7 mm per day. Similarly, the flux is varied from -6 to 0 mm per day with an average of -1.4 mm per day. The mean net moisture flux through the northern Ethiopian highlands (UBNB) is northeasterly. The 83.67% of autumn precipitation is coming from the large scale moisture dynamics such as Indian Ocean, the Gulf of Guinea, Congo basin, Mediterranean Sea, the Arabian Peninsula, the Red Sea and 16.33% coming from the small scale moisture dynamics (the local moistures). We can see the wind vectors at the top left panels of Figure 8. It supported to Mariotti et al. [35] and Korecha and Barnston [15] findings. But, Ellen and Asgeir [26] stated that Mediterranean Sea, the Arabian Peninsula and the Red Sea moistures contributed precipitation during summer season.

**Figure 8.** Autumn P, E, E-P and OLR distribution from 1990-2017.
Ellen and Asgeir [26] are not considered the study area moistures that influenced the summer season precipitation dynamics and their finding are far from the physics principle. According to the law of natural dynamics, during the summer season the earth’s northern hemisphere tilts towards the sun and received maximum radiations. As a result, high pressure gradient forces are created in the southern hemisphere. Therefore, moisture carrying winds originated from the southern hemisphere Atlantic Ocean to the northern hemisphere and to Ethiopia. To this end, Ethiopian highlands such as UBNB has got precipitation due to the mountainous topography that upwelling the moisture carrying winds from advection to convection. Our finding is also gives strong support to this natural phenomenon as we can see in Figure 7.

3.4. Annual precipitation and evaporation distributions

Annual precipitation distribution is increased from northeast to southwest. In this study, the spatial distribution of precipitation has good agreement with the study conducted by [7, 28] over UBNB. The 38 years annual mean of precipitation in winter, spring, summer and autumn separately over UBNB are found 146.00, 547.50, 2007.45 and 1460.10 mm respectively. Whereas, E was 175.20, 189.52, 200.75 and 182.5 respectively (Table 2).

Table 2. Seasonal and annual precipitation and evaporation amounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Spring</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Autumn</th>
<th>Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P (mm)</td>
<td>146.00</td>
<td>547.50</td>
<td>2007.45</td>
<td>1460.10</td>
<td>1040.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (mm)</td>
<td>175.20</td>
<td>189.52</td>
<td>200.75</td>
<td>182.50</td>
<td>189.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean annual precipitation and evaporation is found to be 1040.25 mm and 189.24 mm respectively (Table 2). The study conducted by Conway [27] using station data over UBNB, the mean annual precipitation and evaporation is found 1200 mm and 200 mm respectively. Our finding, precipitation and evaporation data from ECMWF is slightly less than Conway [27] finding. The main reason, Conway used to in-situ data to estimate precipitation and evaporation. But, in-situ measurements over UBNB are sparsely and irregularly distributed and also within this region remote area such as Sudan’s border there is no station distributions [7]. Therefore, to estimate precipitation and evaporation with the required spatial and temporal resolution is impossible. Because of this, the small deviation is occurred between Conway and our finding. The
annual mean of precipitation was much sharper gradients in southwest parts than the evaporation field as shown the left and the right panel of Figure 9 respectively. The evaporation showed as strong gradients in the northwest parts.

**Figure 9.** Annual P, E, IMF and VIDMF distribution from 1979-2017 over the study area.

The top right panel of Figure 9 indicated that, the northwest parts of the study area have maximum amount of evaporation; but the wind vector on this region directed towards the southern parts of UBNB. Another easterly winds are directed to the western parts (see top right panel of Figure 9). The two air masses converge together over southwest parts that form clouds over the study domain. Therefore, southwest parts of the study area receive maximum annual rainfall with compared to the remaining parts of the study area. As evidence, we can see the bottom left and right panel of Figure 9. The instantaneous moisture flux (IMF) is maximum at the southwest parts of the study area; as shown the negative legend numerical values over bottom left panel of Figure 9. The intensity of annual rainfall depends on the amount of IMF that available in the region and the
effectiveness of this water vapor is condensed and form clouds which subsequent precipitation. Comparing the bottom left and right panel of Figure 9 with top left and right panel of Figure 9 the moisture flux and annual precipitation intensity were proportional.

3.5. Recycling Ratio over the study domain

Recycling ratio for four seasons (summer, autumn, spring and winter) are 9.70%, 16.33%, 19.01% and 35.30% respectively. The maximum amount of precipitation is extracted from the locale moistures during the winter season; it provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Seasonal recycling ratio over UPNB both water body and the land from 1979-2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasons</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December-February (Winter)</td>
<td>35.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March-May (spring)</td>
<td>19.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June-August (summer)</td>
<td>09.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September-November (autumn)</td>
<td>16.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>20.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recycling ratio is decreased as increased precipitation category and evaporation is increased partially with precipitation category (Table 3). Based on equation 12, the estimated value of precipitation is increased; we can expect a minimum value of recycling ratio. Which means the value of the total inflow should be much larger than evaporation. It indirectly proves that the outside moisture is supported a significant precipitation especially in summer large precipitation events over the study domain. Even though, large precipitation events provided from outside moistures, the central parts of the study area has got precipitation from local (study area moistures (see P in Figure 7) with estimated value of recycling ratio was 9.7%. Northeast parts of UBNB has got precipitation from local moistures in autumn season with estimated value of recycling ratio was 16.33%. Annual recycling ratio over the study domain is 20.01% which was far less than Fengjun et al. [10] finding of 55% but slightly larger than Jin and Zangvil [23], finding in which they got 18% over the Mediterranean region. Recycling ratio is usually increased with the increment of the size of research domain, while the characteristic of surface cover is kept similar [10]. Several studies have reported that the size of the research domain has a crucial influence of
moisture budget studies [10, 23]. A larger area better represents the reality of large-scale moisture budget fields. The minimum area required for moisture budget study is $1 \times 10^5$ km$^2$ [36]. Since our research area is slightly larger than the minimum required for moisture budget study ($1.76 \times 10^5$ km$^2$).

Generally, the study area moistures act a less contribution of precipitation over the research domain. But, it was a considerable role which contributes 79% of precipitation to the surrounding countries such as Egypt and Sudan as shown the moisture filed vectors in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. We expect that the renascence dam which under construction now, if it is finished downstream countries such as Egypt and Sudan they will get a high amount of precipitation from UBNB moistures. Hence this dam has positive impacts for downstream countries to supply moistures to the precipitation system. Even though, the study area moisture budget is not that much significant to supplied precipitation over the research area like other downstream countries; it is substantially useful to supply winter rainfall. These local moistures are originated from Lake Tana, Abay basin, tributary rivers, forest covers and soil moistures. We expected that, in the future, recycling ratio is less than 20.01%. Because, in the present time Lake Tana going to damage by water hyacinth (Emboch) weeds. Abay basin is also depending on Lake Tana and forest coverage around the basin. Since, Lake Tana contributed a water flow to the Nile river basin. The soil is lost its moisture due to chemical fertilizers, deforestation and over grazing [6, 7, and 27]. The local atmospheric moisture is reduced because of the problem is mentioned above. Therefore, in the future recycling ratio is reduced due to insufficient moistures in the surrounding atmosphere.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

Moisture budget studies are a basic tool to understand dynamical, hydrological and climatological aspects of atmospheric research. This paper is aimed to estimate atmospheric moisture fields over UBNB. During the summer season, the moisture flux is directed mostly eastward over UBNB, but in spring and autumn seasons is directed westward and transported moistures from Indian Ocean. During summer, the moisture divergence zone over UBNB region indicates the local net moisture fluxes contributes precipitation to the surrounding regions in addition to the outside moistures. The winter season study area moisture contributed the highest amount of precipitation with relative to
other seasons, especially at southwest part of the study area. The study area atmospheric moisture gives less amount of precipitation over the research domain in the summer season. The southern part of UBNB is received precipitation throughout the year, during dry season from local moistures and during rainy season from global moistures. Recycling ratio is varied from 9.7% to 35.30% with an average of 20.11%. The local evaporated moisture is less contributed of precipitation over UBNB region rather than it contributes around 79% to neighboring countries such as Egypt and Sudan. From our analysis we understand that after renascence dam is constructed around UBNB region, downstream countries will get a high amount of precipitation from the dam and the total Abay basin moistures. Therefore this dam has the positive impact on downstream countries. We expect that in the near future recycling ratio is going to be reduced, because Lake Tana going to damaged by water hyacinth (Emboch) weeds. Abay basin is also depending on Lake Tana and forest coverage around the basin. The soil is lost its moisture due to chemical fertilizers, deforestation and over grazing. From this result we recommended that, Ethiopia and downstream countries meteorologists and hydrologists as well as the society collaboration with the government should be mitigated the climate conditions and to take remedial actions for the problem is stated above. Around theriver over UBNB is covered by forest, avoid water hyacinth from Lake Tana, use natural fertilizers instead of chemical fertilizers and protected soil moistures are needed over the study domain.
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